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About MWAS
The Mid West Academy of Sport (MWAS) commenced operations in January 2014. MWAS is based in Geraldton WA
and services and supports the development of athletes, coaches and officials across the Mid West region.
MWAS was created by the Mid West Sports Federation (MWSF).

Purpose
To provide an exceptional home training environment for talented Mid West athletes.

Vision
We will promote, develop and service sporting talent (athletes, coaches, officials and administrators) throughout the
Mid West Region of Western Australia. In doing so, we will enhance not only the position of sport throughout the
region, but also the development of the Mid West as a destination of choice for current and future residents.

Objectives
Our objectives are:
•

To assist more Mid West athletes to reach the elite level and to delay or remove the need to depart the Mid West

•

To retain families in the Mid West

•

To improve the standard of Mid West competitions and coaches

Our Way
•

Sustainability – Building regional capacity

•

Efficiency – Efficient systems allows more of our resources to be directed to achieving our mission and vision

•

Impact focused – Creating the strongest possible impact for our athletes, sponsors and the community

•

Excellence – Quality and professionalism in all operations

Board of Management
•

Gary Clark – Chair

•

Natalie Nelmes – Vice Chair

•

Ryan Thompson – Treasurer

•

Graham Greenaway – General Director, Chair until July 2014

•

Adam Murszewski – General Director

•

Richard Malacari – General Director

•

Peter Fiorenza – General Director

•

Meredith Wills* – General Director

•

Katherine Flower* – General Director

•

Todd West** – General Director

•

Robert Smallwood** – General Director

* Did not continue on the Board after 2014 AGM
** Newly elected after the 2014 AGM
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Message from the Chairperson
It has been a journey of several years to arrive at the point where the MWAS is alive and operational.
First and foremost I want to acknowledge the tireless work of the MWAS Project Steering Group which acted as a
sub-committee of the MWSF. The volunteer group provided the vision and the expertise that was required for the
project to be successful. They worked tirelessly behind the scenes and sort no acknowledgement for their efforts. At
the time of hand-over of the project to the Board of MWAS Inc, the steering group included the following people.
•

Adam Murszewski

•

Ryan Thompson

•

Meredith Wills

•

Leisha Cooper

•

Jane Cooper

•

Kathleen Williams

•

Gerard Marquis

•

Neil Bennett

•

Simon Barras

•

Richard Malacari

•

Gary Clark

I also want to acknowledge the very professional contribution our Chief Executive Officer, Chris Darlington has
made. He has been our driving force since the inception of the Academy and his input has been enormous.
Similarly Coaching Effectiveness Consultant, Simon Barras, has made a major contribution enhancing the coach
development area and I thank him for his efforts.
The vision of MWAS always included the need for a broader purpose than supporting existing high-performing
athletes. We wanted to provide a significant impact and hence the decision was made to develop coaches and
officials in addition to our talented athletes. We also wanted to ensure that the academy would be open to all
sports. The smaller, less traditional sports are often overlooked but they are no less important to our communities.
The Mid West has an impressive spread of talent across an array of sports and this is reflected in the first year of
operations.
MWAS develops athletes from nine sports, coaches from ten sports, with twelve sports in total being involved.
There are more than 500 aspiring athletes that regularly receive training under MWAS coaches.
I would also like to thank the sponsors and agencies that supported the start-up project. The Department of Sport
and Recreation, City of Greater Geraldton and the Mid West Development Commission provided the seed funding
to enable us to employ Chris Darlington as the Development Manager to finalise the academy’s operations model
and to create the incorporated body of Mid West Academy of Sport. The start-up period was also supported by
Geraldton Toyota and our Media Partners; Geraldton Guardian and Spirit Radio. The Academy concept was proven
to be financially viable and has continued to attract State and Local Government funding and the support from local
businesses.
Finally, I am very pleased to have been able to hand the Chairmanship of MWAS over to Gary Clark in July this year.
I have full confidence that Gary will provide exceptional leadership to MWAS into the future.

Graham Greenaway
Chairperson
Mid West Academy of Sport
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Message from the Chief Executive Officer
I am honoured to have had the opportunity to lead the establishment of MWAS and to see the athletes begin to
reap the benefits. The services provided by MWAS enables athletes to prepare exceptionally well in their home
environment. There is certainly no shortage of talent in the Mid West region and it is fantastic to have athletes on
scholarship from nine different sports in our first year of operations.
All of the athletes on scholarship have made fantastic improvements in the way that they are preparing physically
and mentally. Thank you to our primary service providers: Central West Health and Rehabilitation -physical
preparation; and Total Leader and Coach Solutions - Sports Psychology. The professionalism and quality of service
provided has been integral to instilling confidence in our athletes and coaches and to making the program successful.
Thank you to all of the coaches and regional sport associations that continue to provide technical and tactical
coaching to MWAS athletes. Many of these coaches are volunteers and MWAS is very pleased to provide
professional development to many of these coaches.
The development of future athletes has been at the forefront during strategy development whilst designing the
MWAS business model. It is for this reason that MWAS provides a heavy focus on the development of coaches. I wish
to acknowledge Simon Barras for his great work in ensuring the success of our innovative ‘Coaching Effectiveness
Program’. The program provides non-technical development to coaches from 10 different sports and influences more
than 500 athletes.
The successful creation of MWAS would not have been possible if not for the support and strategic guidance from the
MWSF’s Project Steering Group (PSG) and the MWAS Board of Directors. The PSG was a subcommittee of the MWSF
and worked tirelessly for more than five years prior to MWAS reaching the point where it became incorporated
and operations commenced in January 2014. Graham Greenaway deserves particular acknowledgement for his
leadership as Chair of the PSG and also of MWAS through the first six months of operations. Graham continues as
Chair of MWSF, is a Director on the MWAS Board and has handed the position of MWAS Chair to Gary Clark.
Finally, thank you to our sponsors and supporters. Royalties for Regions through WA Department of Sport and
Recreation provided the majority of the funds to enable MWAS to open. This was combined with support from the
following.
•

City of Greater Geraldton

•

SportsPower Geraldton

•

Geraldton Community Bank Branch of the Bendigo bank

•

Geraldton Toyota

•

Geraldton Guardian

•

Spirit Radio and WAFM

•

Shire of Wiluna

•

Shire of Irwin

Recently the Aurizon Community Giving Fund provided a major boost to the Coaching Effectiveness Program. I also
wish to thank the Mid West Development Commission for their major support during the establishment phase.

Chris Darlington
Chief Executive Officer
Mid West Academy of Sport
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Our strategic journey
Our six-year strategic journey is designed to ensure that quality and relevance of programs remain at the forefront
and is not compromised. Our staged approach has proven its value to date, as the MWAS model has been designed
to meet community and stakeholder needs.
Phase 1 ‘Establish’ was governed by the PSG, which was a subcommittee of the MWSF. All members of the PSG
showed exceptional commitment to supporting Mid West talent and to creating MWAS. The volunteer group worked
for years before and during the ‘Establish’ phase.
MWAS is now mid-way through phase 2 ‘Operate’ and we look forward to continuing to provide quality service
before entering our ‘Expand’ phase in 2016.

MWAS was created by....
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Athlete development
Athlete Scholarships Overview
There were 17 athletes from 9 sports on scholarship in 2014. MWAS works in partnership with State and regional sport
associations to provide a complete service and coaching package to athletes. The approximate value of services that
MWAS provides to each athlete is $7,000, plus up to $3,000 worth of technical and tactical coaching that is provided
through partnerships with the sport associations. Services provided by MWAS to the athletes include the following.
•

Functional movement and injury prevention screenings

•

Medical and illness prevention screenings

•

Performance testing

•

Year-round physical conditioning plan that is tailored to each athlete, with regular monitoring and updates

•

Access to the gym facility at Central West health and Rehabilitation with three supervised training sessions
each week

•

Sprint and agility development sessions

•

Sports psychology – each athlete receives five individual consultations, plus three group workshops per year.
There are also psychology seminars for the parents and coaches

•

Nutrition education seminars and personalised diet analysis and plans

•

Media skills training

•

Anti-doping education

•

Life skills training and career guidance. In October 2014 the WA Institute of Sport’s Developing Champions
program was introduced

•

MWAS uniform

•

Support for technical coaching e.g. MWAS supported the Polocrosse athletes to receive horsemanship training

Scholarships in 2015 will slightly grow in value, with each athlete also receiving a $200 equipment voucher from
SportsPower Geraldton.

Josh Bowen and Brayden King building sprint speed for Hockey
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Nutrition education with Temika Lee

Brianna Short and Phoebe Vlahov practice interview skills

Kacie Crabb at Polocrosse National Championships
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Athlete Achievements
Athletics (Javelin)
Nickeisha Hodder
•

11th in the Open Women’s Javelin at the Australian Athletics Championships.

•

Competed at the Commonwealth Games trials

Basketball
Alex Ducas
•

Achieved selection to the National Intensive Training Program through Basketball WA

•

Selected to the Geraldton Buccaneers Young Guns Junior Development Program.

Emma Burke
•

Selected in the WA Country Women’s State Basketball Team which competed in the 2014 Under 16
Australian Junior Basketball Championships in Geelong

•

Selected into the National Intensive Training Program for a second year

•

Selected to the Geraldton Buccaneers Young Guns Junior Development Program.

Cricket
Phoebe Vlahov
•

Selection to represent WA in the 2015 National Championships Under 18 team

•

Selected to compete for WA at the Australian Championships

•

Recipient of a major Western Australian Cricket Association country scholarship award due to her
performances at National Championships and her commitment and attitude.

Hockey
Brayden King
•

Represented WA in the National Championships Under 18 team, whilst being aged only 15 years

•

Selected into the Hockey WA ‘Holistic Elite Athlete Talent’ and ‘Thundersticks’ programs

•

Tournament MVP Men’s Country Week,

•

Under 17 Geraldton Hockey Association (GHA) season MVP

•

Selected to the GHA senior All Stars team

Mikaila Watson
•

Inaugural ‘SportsPower MWAS Athlete of the Year’ at the 2014 Geraldton Guardian Mid West Sports Awards
due to her attitude, training ethic and commitment

•

Selected to the WA Country Women’s Team

•

Youngest player selected to the Geraldton Senior All Stars Team

Josh Bowen
•

Named ‘Player of the Finals Series’ for Men’s A Grade in the GHA

•

Runner-up in the Men’s A Grade Fairest and Best Award for GHA

•

Selected to the GHA senior All Stars team
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Cycling (Mountain Biking)
Jonty Calder
•

Selected to the Australian Championships and finished top 20 in the Under 19’s

•

Won the WA State Championships Open Expert category, despite being a junior competitor

Netball
Clare Gee
•

Continued in Netball WA ‘Fever in Time’ program, whilst completing her schooling

•

Member of the leadership team for the Mid West Tigers State League Netball team

Polocrosse
Kacie Crabb
•

Named in the Australian Junior Representative Women’s Polocrosse team

•

Represented WA at the Australian Championships

Mitchell Tiver
•

Represented WA at the Australian Championships

Squash
Siarna Gaudio
•

Made the WA Team during her first year of Under 17’s

•

20th at Australian Junior Championships

Theo Bennett
•

10th at Australian Junior Championships

•

Selected to the WA State Team

Jack Osborn
•

3rd Australian Junior Open Geelong

•

5th Oceania Junior Championships Gold Coast

•

1st WA State Titles (youngest player to win the Under 15 Boys)

•

8th Australian Junior Championships Under 15 Boys Perth

•

Selected to the WA State Team

Angus Dufour
•

Competed at the Australian Junior Open, Australian Junior Championships and the WA State Championships

•

Selected to WA State Squad

Swimming
Brianna Short
•

3rd Place State Short Course Championships 50m Butterfly

•

Personal best time at every swim meet attended
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Operational Tasks
Chief Executive Officer (CEO) - Athlete Development Coordination 2013 / 2014
Chris Darlington was employed by the MWSF as the MWAS Development Manager, prior to transitioning into the
CEO position after MWAS was incorporated. The table below provides a summary of the planning and coordination
tasks completed since early 2013.
Identify athletes - 2013




Process

Program Outcomes & Output

Liaise with State and regional associations
Nomination and selection process
Create athlete servicing relationships with State and
regional associations




17 athletes from 9 sports on scholarship
Service agreements created with each State and regional
association that outline what MWAS provides and what
the associations provide to the athlete

Establish service arrangements - 2013




Process

Program Outcomes & Output

Research and confirm athlete service needs
Identify suitably qualified professionals
A competitive selection process was used to select
providers







Central West Health and Rehab have a contract to provide
medical, physio, strength and conditioning and nutrition
services and facilities
Total Leader and Coach Solutions have a contract to
provide the sports psychology services
Both of these contracts provide MWAS with services at an
extremely high standard at affordable rates
The Western Australian Institute of Sport and Department
Sport and Recreation are providing support for MWAS
to begin to deliver the ‘Developing Champions’ life skills
program. The first workshop was on October 15th 2014.

Create athlete service plans - 2014




Process

Program Outcomes & Output

Athletes were assessed by a Medical Doctor and
Physiotherapist.
Sports psychologists assisted athletes to set goals (long
term and short term)
Planning meetings were held with each athlete, their
coach and the Head Strength and Conditioning Coach





Annual strength and conditioning plans were created
The plans were designed to suit the strengths, weaknesses,
medical risk factors, injuries and goals of the athletes
Plans were adjusted as required throughout the year

Educate and train athletes - 2014








Process

Program Outcomes & Output

Supervised training for 3 sessions per week
3 group psychology sessions
5 individual psychology sessions per athlete
2 nutrition education sessions
2 media skills sessions
Some athletes were provided with individual dietary planning
Ongoing liaison with State associations to ensure that
regional coaches receive sufficient guidance for technical
and tactical sessions







Services commenced January 2014
Athletes practiced mental skills e.g. managing nerves and
focus
Athletes increased knowledge of what to eat, when and why
Athletes received practice at being interviewed
Athletes were able to train in group situations with other
high-performing athletes. This included 3 sessions per
week. The some sessions were in the gym and others
were sprints and agility

Monitor and manage athletes - 2014
Process





Program Outcomes & Output


Athletes have face to face contact and supervision at
Central West Health and Rehab for up to 3 sessions per week 
Athletes complete a fatigue and stress monitor monthly
and issues are managed if they arise

Fitness testing for each athlete 3 – 5 times per year
Sports psychologists meet individually with athletes
5 times per year

Over-training was avoided
Parents and coaches reported that the athletes had fewer
injury problems
Conditioning plans were updated when required
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Approximate breakup of the CEO’s working hours:
•

Administration – 20%

•

Communications, marketing and sponsorship – 20%

•

Coordinating services / operations management – 60%

Impact for the development of the athletes
MWAS surveyed the parents and the coaches of 2014 MWAS athletes. Some key results* of change were as follows.
•

> 90% of athletes improved their ability to perform during the year and displayed a greater level of commitment

•

64% of athletes were selected to the WA State team for their chosen sport

•

> 83% of athletes became stronger

•

> 58% of athletes became aerobically fitter

•

> 50% of athletes became faster

•

> 50% of athletes became technically better

•

> 65% of athletes became tactically better

•

100% of athletes progressed to more advanced strength and conditioning programs

•

> 75% of athletes became mentally more prepared

•

100% of athletes were either assisted to manage or avoid injuries

*The changes were observed anecdotally by the coaches and the parents.

2014 scholarship recipients. Photo credit – Taylor Courtland, Geraldton Guardian
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Coach development
Quality coaches are a key component for the success of MWAS. The Coaching Effectiveness Program (CEP) supports
the MWAS’ purpose of providing an exceptional home training environment for talented Mid West athletes. There are
more than 500 athletes that receive regular training from the coaches that MWAS develops and this could increase the
depth of talent in the future.
Involved in the 2014 program are 16 coaches from 10 sports who work with the Coaching Effectiveness Consultant (CEC),
Simon Barras to go through a process to identify strengths and weaknesses of their coaching, create a development plan,
and then work on areas identified. The program mostly focusses on skills and attributes that are often not developed in
coach accreditation courses.
Coaches are assisted to develop in the following areas.
•

Leadership

•

Planning and management

•

Coaching styles, communication, behaviours and philosophies

•

Sports Science

•

Sports specific knowledge

•

Coaching psychology

The ‘Aurizon Community Giving Fund’ has provided a major boost the program and in 2015 the coaches on scholarship
will be eligible for financial support to assist the implementation of their development plans.
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Coaching Effectiveness Consultant (CEC) - Coach Development Activities 2014
Identify, recruit and retain coaches
Process

Program Outcomes & Output



Audit identifying the coaching capacity of identified sports 

16 coaches from 10 sports on scholarship



Use audit to identify possible coaches for the CEP program

Selection of 21 coaches from 13 sports for 2015



Use audit to identify gaps



Develop a coaching audit tool



Assess and create development plans
Process

Program Outcomes & Output



Assess coach



Self-assessment



Identify strengths and areas for improvement



Questionnaire



Review of coaching abilities with CEC



Create development plan

Facilitate development
Process

Program Outcomes & Output



Provide seminars



3 group coaching psychology seminars



CEC Consultations



2 nutrition education seminars



Coach-to-coach learning



2 media skills workshops



1 Strength and Conditioning seminar



1 Leadership seminar



Q&A with Tom Moody (elite cricket coach)



Coaches view themselves in action on video and self-assess



CEC views coaches and provides feedback



Actions in development plans are implemented



Coach-to-coach observations and learning



Networking



Coaching styles and philosophy is challenged and developed



Readings provided



Strength and conditioning consultations



Visits from seven State Sporting Association coaches



Assisted coaches to seek mentors



Athlete assessment of coaches

Re-assess and continue
Process

Program Outcomes & Output



Self-assessment tool



Abilities are re-assessed



Review development plan



Plans updated



Measure improvements



Program will expand to 21 coaches in 2015
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2014 Coaches
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Angela Delaurentis - Swimming
Leanne Fiorenza - Netball
Aaron Ducas - Basketball
Mark Heron - Basketball
Mike Dufour - Squash       
Steven Broberg - Cricket
Colin Thompson - Tennis      
Jasmin Bowley - Basketball

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Amy Williamson - Basketball
Craig Walker - Football
Adrian Watson - Hockey
Naomi Mynott - Hockey
Stevee Adamini - Netball
Mischa Westlake - Netball
Evan Burns - Surfing      
Jason Bradley - Taekwondo

In addition to developing the above coaches, Swimming Official Nick Short was provided with a development scholarship.
This assisted him to gain additional experience by officiating at events such as the Australian Short Course Championships.
MWAS Coach Development Philosophy
•

MWAS encourages coaches to have ownership of their development

•

MWAS coaches must be open minded, strive for continuous improvement, be innovative and thirsty for knowledge

•

MWAS coaches must share knowledge with all other coaches within their sport and other sports

Mid West Coach Audit
There are plenty of highly capable coaches in the Mid West, however there is still significant improvements that can
be made. MWAS completed a ‘Coach Audit’ for the Mid West region. Some of the common areas of weakness across
many sports were as follows.
•

The very limited number of coaches training talent development squads and this creates risks for succession

•

Remote communities had few or no active coaches

•

The lack of a coordinated approach between coaches in clubs and regional associations

MWAS will be working with stakeholders to begin to resolve some of these challenges in the near future.
Retaining Athletes and Coaches
MWAS is focussing on quality and impact over quantity. Indicators to gauge satisfaction included the following.
•

How many existing scholarship-holders want to continue with MWAS

•

How many applications for scholarships are received

Results were:
Athlete Scholarships
•

In 2014 MWAS started the year with 17 athletes. One athlete departed mid-year due to a career opportunity of
their parent in another region

•

Of the remaining 16 athletes, nine athletes have re-applied for 2015. Some of the departing athletes are
moving for university in Perth

•

Total number of athletes nominated for scholarships in 2015 is 22 athletes from 11 sports

Coach Scholarships
•

In 2014 MWAS developed 16 coaches from 10 sports

•

12 of the 16 coaches will continue in 2015

•

The total number of coaches being offered scholarships in 2015 is 20 from 12 sports
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Community impact
When creating our business model we forecasted the impact that MWAS could create. A summary of the impact that
MWAS created in 2014:
Outcomes
•
Outputs - MWAS Services
2014

Inputs
•
•

$
In-kind
support

•

Mission – To provide an
exceptional home training
environment for talented
Mid West athletes

•
•

•

•

Provide services and
education to 17
athletes from 9
sports
• Develop 16 coaches
from 10 sports
• Develop 1 oﬃcial
• Promote our
sponsors
Output will increase in
2015 and beyond.

•
•

•

Emma Burke training in Central West Health and Rehab

Increased population and regional
economy by retaining 2 extra families
p.a. for 3 years from 2016. MWAS
avoided one family from moving to
Perth in 2015.
Region’s top coaches are suﬃciently
skilled to work with talented athletes
Athletes reduce travel to Perth
More athletes reach state / national
rep level
16 coaches are more highly skilled,
eﬀective and capable of providing
positive sport experiences. These
coaches train more than 500 athletes
which could increase participation in
organised sport and improve the
region’s future talent and health
Healthier and happier population
Local competition is at a higher
standard due to oﬃcials being
developed and athletes being
retained locally
Sponsors expand goodwill and have a
healthier / happier workforce

Jonty Calder - Australian Mountain Bike Championships
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Sponsors and supporters
Sponsoring MWAS does not only build brand awareness for sponsors. In 2014 MWAS positively influenced more than
500 people across 12 sports and this will expand to 15 sports in 2015. Sponsoring MWAS can provide customers with
a reason to spend their money with the sponsor, rather than with their competitor. Sponsors from the mining or
construction sectors can work in partnership with MWAS to strengthen the communities in which they operate.
A summary of some of the promotion that sponsors have received during 2014 includes:
•

Acknowledgement in monthly E-News that is circulated to more than 400 people

•

Logo inclusion on six newspaper advertisements in the Geraldton Guardian with reader numbers of 25,500

•

Acknowledgement in more than 240 radio commercials across WAFM and Spirit Radio

•

Acknowledgement in at least six radio interviews across multiple stations

•

Acknowledgement in five Geraldton Guardian news articles

•

Acknowledgement in one West Australian article

•

Signage at more than 20 seminars and events

•

Logo inclusion on athlete, coach and supporter shirts

•

Logo inclusion on the MWAS vehicle

MWAS wishes to acknowledge the support from media partners; Geraldton Guardian, Spirit Radio and WAFM.
Their support significantly increases the promotion that the MWAS program and athletes receive.
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MWAS is proudly supported by....
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Level 1 268 - 270 Foreshore Drive, Geraldton. PO Box 135 Geraldton WA 6531
P | 08 9956 2181
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